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SOFT SKILLS 

Mark-up soft skills include any skill that can be classified as a personality trait or habit. Interpersonal skills 

and communication skills are more specific categories of soft skills that many employers look for in job candidates. 

Soft skills play an important role in resume writing, interviewing and finding success in communicating with 

people at work and in other areas of your life. Soft skills are often transferable across careers and industries. As a 

result, you may find that you possess many of the required traits even if you don’t match the exact profile in a job 

description. As you search for jobs, pay special attention to posts calling for candidates with soft skills or traits you 

possess. Even if the job title isn’t a great fit, you may find that the description makes sense for you. As you 

progress through the job search process, keep your resume updated to reflect soft skills most relevant to the jobs 

you’re applying for. 
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S.NO NAME OF THE EVENT 

1.  Placement Training 

2.  Placement Training 

3.  Company Specific Training 

4.  Digital Marketing 

5.  Interaction session on “Motivation and Personality Development” 

6.  Motivational program on "Effective leadership" 
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Focus Academy for Career Enhancement  Focus Academy for Career Enhancement (FACE) is an IIM Graduates‟ Enterprise designed to cater to the vast and varied needs of today's student community. We provide the right perspective regarding various career options available to the students and sufficiently train them to pursue their careers of choice. Given the clutter of career options available and prevalent group tendencies amongst students, FACE believes that expert guidance and training can help students streamline their energy towards their chosen career paths.  The core philosophy of FACE is “Any student, if given the right kind of inspiration, motivation, training and sufficient exposure to the opportunities available, will certainly be able to realize his/her potential.” With all our service offerings woven around this philosophy, FACE aspires to become the-go-to-service provider for educational institutions who seek expert help for their student community to identify and attain the career of their choice.  Four key reasons why FACE will make a difference to your institution:   Best in class Faculty - Our faculty consists mainly of 95 plus percentilers in CAT, including several IIM graduates. Our trainers are achievers themselves, who will act as an inspiration to the students and help, dispel various myths around the placement process.   Unique Pedagogy- Cracking placements is more about skill than knowledge. We teach verbal ability rather than just English; we train on aptitude rather than Maths. Understanding and internalizing this crucial difference makes our pedagogy unique, interesting and effective. Equally important, we emphasise and ensure continuous engagement rather than ad-hoc programs as the key to making a significant impact on the skill levels of your students.   Campus placement experience– Having been part of placement committees in premier institutes, we understand the nuances of campus recruitment. Moreover, in our corporate lives we have been part of recruiting teams, so we know what industry is looking for. We will be able to marry the two and add value to your institution‟s placement cell by sharing our knowledge about methods of approaching and attracting companies to your campus.   Proven Track Record: In just 9 years, we have become the market leader in India in the employability enhancement training space. We 800+ full-time trainers in the placement training industry in India. We work with over 1500 engineering colleges and have trained more than 15 lakh students so far. We have made significant impact in placements of every kind of college - government and private, old and new, established and upcoming. We have even set world-recordS. 
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Innovative HR & Training Services P.Ltdcompany organized to provide manpower engineering, technical consultancy and corporate & institutional training services to the industries worldwide. Innovative HR Services (Chennai) Private Limited is managed by highly qualified and experienced professionals. Through a unique combination of skills, competencies, knowledge and favorable experience. Innovative Services is able to offer Manpower services ranging from consultancy to turn-key project implementation and operation. The company recognizes and caters for the special personnel needs of clients in the various industries. We, at Innovative Academy for Manpower Excellence, can help your organisation quickly find the right training no matter what you do, or how big or small you are. Our training academy offers training programs to corporate clients as well as students and faculty in the Schools, Colleges, Universities and other institutions.Innovative HR & Training Services P.Ltdservices which primarily begins with planning of the event. Our event managemeteam assists the client in working out the process of attracting, registering and reminding attendees of the event. Our event management services do not just end at the close of an event. It goes ahead into post event management. An event whether targeted for customers, suppliers or within the organization itself, has to be well organized to obtain maximum output. Innovative HR & Training Services P.Ltdfor more than six years. We aim at providing total outsourced manpower solutions to our valuable clients with a highly customized approach Innovative HR & Training Services P.Ltd is a major indigenous service providing company organized to provide manpower engineering, technical consultancy and institutional training services to the industries worldwide. Innovative HR Services (Chennai) Private Limited is managed by highly qualified and experienced professionals. Through a unique combination of skills, competencies, knowledge and ience. Innovative Services is able to offer Manpower services ranging key project implementation and operation. The company recognizes and caters for the special personnel needs of clients in the various ve Academy for Manpower Excellence, can help your organisation quickly find the right training no matter what you do, or how big or small you are. Our training academy offers training programs to corporate clients as well as students ools, Colleges, Universities and other institutions.Innovative HR & Training Services P.Ltd offers wide variety of event management services which primarily begins with planning of the event. Our event managemeteam assists the client in working out the process of attracting, registering and reminding attendees of the event. Our event management services do not just end at the close of an event. It goes ahead into post event management. An event whether ed for customers, suppliers or within the organization itself, has to be well organized to obtain maximum output. Innovative HR & Training Services P.Ltd has been pioneering in outsourcing arena ix years. We aim at providing total outsourced manpower solutions to our valuable clients with a highly customized approach is a major indigenous service providing company organized to provide manpower engineering, technical consultancy and institutional training services to the industries worldwide. Innovative HR Services (Chennai) Private Limited is managed by highly qualified and experienced professionals. Through a unique combination of skills, competencies, knowledge and ience. Innovative Services is able to offer Manpower services ranging key project implementation and operation. The company recognizes and caters for the special personnel needs of clients in the various ve Academy for Manpower Excellence, can help your organisation quickly find the right training no matter what you do, or how big or small you are. Our training academy offers training programs to corporate clients as well as students ools, Colleges, Universities and other institutions. offers wide variety of event management services which primarily begins with planning of the event. Our event management team assists the client in working out the process of attracting, registering and reminding attendees of the event. Our event management services do not just end at the close of an event. It goes ahead into post event management. An event whether ed for customers, suppliers or within the organization itself, has to be well has been pioneering in outsourcing arena ix years. We aim at providing total outsourced manpower solutions to 
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Founded in 2018, NewLeaf Ins has been dedicated to training numerous students for diverse employment opportunities. Please take a moment to review our Mission and VisionOur MissionNurture and shape all aspiring students into the visionary through our scientific and practical training.To realize the dream goal of equal growth opportunity to the communities you serve through your efficient Why Choose Us? 
 New Leaf learning solutions has proven expertise in capacityachieved through our strong training partners.
 We have portal-based high standard questions, videoplatform for technical, writes platform forAbout us Founded in 2018, NewLeaf Ins has been dedicated to training numerous students for diverse employment opportunities. Please take a moment to review our Mission and VisionOur Mission Nurture and shape all aspiring students into the visionary futuristic leader. We inspire and prepare them through our scientific and practical training.  Our Vision To realize the dream goal of equal growth opportunity to the communities you serve through your efficient leadership qualities.  Leaf learning solutions has proven expertise in capacity-building training which is achieved through our strong training partners. based high standard questions, video-based solutions. We have OJ’s platform for technical, writes platform for essay writing.  Founded in 2018, NewLeaf Ins has been dedicated to training numerous students for diverse employment opportunities. Please take a moment to review our Mission and Vision futuristic leader. We inspire and prepare them To realize the dream goal of equal growth opportunity to the communities you serve through your efficient building training which is based solutions. We have OJ’s 
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 Choose New Leaf Training, We tune our trainees to narrate a story. 
 Writing is a craft, Storytelling is an art 
 Writing isn’t magic. Writing is math. It’s placing letters and words and sentences after one another to form a grand equation. Writing is the abracadabra - the power word made manifest - but the story that results is the magic. That equation that we piece together tells a tale and the arrangement that leads to that tale is where the true art lies because it takes an ice scraper to pretense and throws an invisible - yet - present tow line from present to past. Writing is craft and mechanics. Storytelling is art and magic. 
 Stories have power Effect above entertainment Stories have shape, even when they don't mean to. The story is a map; the plot is the route you choose. On the subject of originality. The bridge between candidate and HR. Always ask, why do I want to tell this?  
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